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ABSTRACT 

If a monoenergetic ion beam is bombarding a target through an abrorber 
foil tilted continously /i.e. its effective ..hicknesn changing continously/ 
then the depth distribution of the implanted ions in che sasiple depends on 
the way of the absorber moving. The present paper reports a way of absorber 
tilting for obtaining a uniform depth distribution and its experimental veri
fication in the case of MeV energy helium ions implanted into aluminium target. 

.АННОТАЦИЯ 

Если моноэнергетический ионный пучок перед тем, как попадать в мишень, 
проходит через абсорбер, который качается определенным образом, т.е. его эф-
-фективная толщина постоянно меняется, то распределение имплантируемых в ми
шень ионов по глубин - зависит от способа качения. Данная работа предлагает 
способ движения абсорбера, обеспечивающий равномерное распределение по глуби
не, и описывает экспериментальную проверку в случае имплантации ионов гелия 
в алюминий с энергией несколько Мэв. 

KIVONAT 

На egy monoenergetikus ionnyaláb egy folyamatosan forgó /s ezáltal effek
tiv vastagságát állandóan változtató/ abszorberen áthaladva bombáz egy cél
tárgyat, akkor az abba implantált ionok mélység szerinti eloszlása a forga
tás módjától függ. A jelen mü egy egyenletes mélységeloszlás létrehozására 
alkalmas forgatási módot, s annak MeV-es energiával alumíniumba implantált 
hélium ionok esetén való kísérleti ellenőrzését ismerteti. 



Surface deformations due to high-dose helium implanta
tion have received great interest. But most of the papers deal 
with model experiments using monoenergetic implantation either 
of low or high /up to 3.52 MeV/ energy ions [e.g. 1-3]. It is 
not adequate for the real situation in the future CTR machines 
working with D-T plasma where a broad energy spectrum of 
projectiles /consisting of energies practically from 0 to 
3520 keV/ will reach the first wall simultaneously with 
different impinging directions. 

Some attemps were done to produce ion bombardment of 
the surfaces with more than one energy [e.g. 4-7], but the 
common feature of these investigations is that they are res
tricted to sequential bombardment of different energy ions. 
The surface morphology of such a bombardment strongly depends 
on the mode of irradiation sequence, so in doing more realistic 
model experiments a simultaneous multiple energy bombardment 
is necessary. The first attemp on this way was performed by 
Okuda and Kuwnhnra [ 8 ] who used for the bombardment the back-
scattered helium beam /the incident energy was 'i0 keV/ from a 
scattering plate Nb. But there are still some problems i.e. 
the energy spectrum of backscattered ions at low energy region 
is not well-known and the backscattered yield is small 
especially at higher incident energies. 

The present paper tries to demonstrate a simple and 
cheap method to produce a practically simultaneous multiple 
energy implantation where - in principle - no restrictions 
and limitations exist for obtaining different kind of energy 
spectrum from monoenergetic beam source. The basic idea is the 
following. 
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Let a monoenergetic beam of E pass through an absor
ber foil which is tilted continously between two angles. 
Depending upon the current values of tilt angle <p , the 
effective thicknes« d of the foil is continously changing 
according to 

a * ao'cosf ' A/ 
where d is the real thickness of the absorber foil. In this о 
case for the same absorber and target material the implanta
tion depth in the target is 

Rp(E1) = R p(E 0)-d , /2/ 
where П_(Е) is the projected range of ion energy P. The 
corresponding energies of ions, E.. »after leaving the tilting 
absorber and reaching the target surface can be regarded as 
simultaneous.multiple energy ion bombardment and their values 
can be evaluated from equation /2/. 

The present experiment was performed for obtaining a 
constant helium concentration in a certain depth interval in 
Al target foil. The implantation was done using monoenergetic 
helium ions of energy 3 MeV through an Al absorber foil of 
thickness 3 /um onto Al target foil of thickness 10 /um. 
During bombardment the absorber was tilting periodically 
/T=60 sec/ between to angles /17° and 60°/ in such a way that 
its effective thickness i.e. the factor - ^ in cq. /l/ 

COS Y 

varies linearly with time. 
The mechanics of such an absorber tilting is shown 

schematically on fig. 1. A synchronized electro-motor fastened 
together with a gear transmission box rotates a screw attached 
to the tilting axis at the point A. This screw while rotating 
is forced by a carriage at В to tilt between two angles 
mentioned above. As it is shown on the figure the carriage is 
forced to move along a straight line CD through a freely re
volving screw-nut arround on axis fastened in the carriage. By 
this way the value .^1^ - •• /see fig. 1/ varies linearly 

COSf Д£ ' о ' 
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with time since the distance AC is constant and AB is a 
linear function of time due to the constant rotation of the 
screw. The periodicity of tilting is guaranteed Ъу two 
electronical microswitches placed on the line followed by the 
carriage and change the rotating direction of the motor when 
the carriage touch it. The absorber holder is fastened in such 
a way that it follows the tilting motion of the 
screw. 

By this mechanism the effective absorber thickness and so 
the implantation depth in the target varies periodically and 
linearly with time according to a triangle function. 

The effect on the lateral helium distribution in the 
target due to angular spreading of the beam after leaving the 
absorber is minimized by placing the iibsorber foil as close as 
possible to the target surface. In the present experiment the 
maximum distance between the beam spot on the absorber and on 
the tiirget was 6 mm. L. Meyer's calculations [ll] on the 
angular spreading of a beam passing an absorber of thickness 
X =0-20 were extended for higher values of T . Here XT is the 
mean number of collisions of incident particle in the absorber, 

T = Та* Ni /3/ 

where a i s the Thomas-Fermi screening radius and N't i s the 
absorber thickness . In the present ca lculat ions for higher 
values of T the angular d i s tr ibut ion of the beam i s assumed 
to be Gaussian. If the stopping power of ions in the absorber 
is assumed as a l inear function of depth then the total 
angular spreading can be considered as a Gaussian d i s tr ibut ion 
with FWIIM value in degrees 

4-S& \|i^7 Г о г Г > ^°- '*' 
where '/.. and Z„ are the atomic number of incident ions and 
absorber material,respectively, the energies are given in keV 
f»nd Л in nm units. Based on this calculations in our case 
the spreading of the beam spot on the target, was found 
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not more than 1 mm. It Mans that at the central part of the 2 Ъеав spot of 3x3 am the effect of the angular spreading can 
be neglected. 

During boabardaent for each position of the absorber i.e. 
for every implantation depth in the target, the value of the 
depth straggling is the same and corresponds to the incident 
energy E since the Material of both saaple and absorber is 
the same. 

In order to study the depth profile distribution of the 
iapianted heliua ions a significant amount of heliua 

18 ° 2 
/1.5x10 ions/ca"/ was iaplanted using a beaa spot of 3x3 aa 

о with irradiation current /dose rate/ of not more than 2 /uA/»m" 
for preventing a significant temperature raising of the target 
and absorber. After iaplantation we used 3 MeV proton beam to 
analyze "in situ" the central part of the implanted region by о RBS method using а Ъеав spot of 0.5x0.5 am**. 

The energy spectrum of the backscattered protons for 
multiple energy heliua implantation is shown on fig. 2a. 
Here clearly seen the wide profile of nearly constant helium 
concentration. For comparation on fig. ?b is shown the energy 
spectrum of the sample that has been implanted by mono-
energetic helium ions of energy 980 and 2400 keV. The depth 
scales for the helium distribution were evaluated and it is 
also shown on the figures. 

It is useful to notice that all the experiments were done 
-5 

on a vacuum chamber of 4-5x10 Pa. The background of the back-
scattered spectra at the helium position was minimized by 
placing the target on a special geometrical arrangement of the 
sample holder. 

As mentioned above one can apply this simple method to 
produce a constant helium distribution in a certain depth in 
the target. By changing, for example, the positions of the 
microswitch one can vary the implanted depth interval without 
changing the energy of the beam. On the other hand by covering 
the target surface by a certain thickness of foil one can get 
a constant helium сoncentration from a certain depth right to 
the target surface. These possibilities may be used to 
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clarify some Important questions that exist at the present 
tiae in Investigating the surface deformations caused by light 
ion boabardaent. 

For example: 
1. What Is the »ain parameter that inf luences the c r i t i c a l 

dose for the surface deformations, i s it the local atomic 
concentration or the to ta l amount of implanted ions? 
[ 9 . 1 0 ] 

2 . What's happened when the implanted prof i l e reaches 
the s u r f a c e 0 [ 6 , 7 ] 

3 . What i s the dependence of b l i s t e r cover thickness on 
the shape of the depth prof i le? [ 9 , 1 ° ] 

Besides , t h i s method offers a certain tool in contro l l ing a 
specia l depth prof i l e of dopant concentration used in producing 
semiconductor devices with ion-implantation technology. 

These investigations are in progress. 
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Figur» caption 

Pig. 1. Schematic drawing of the absorber tilting apparatus 
/fastened to the vacuum chamber outside/ 

Fig. 2. Energy spectrum of the backscattered protons incident 
to Al target foil that has been iaplanted by a/ multiple 
energy, b/ different values of aonoenergetic heliua 
ions. 
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